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History of AutoCAD Product Key
AutoCAD Cracked Version is
Autodesk's name for the
proprietary CAD modeling, layout,
and graphics software suite. Its
first iteration was developed in
1982 by a small team at a
company called Novation
Associates (not to be confused
with the company Novation in
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Silicon Valley) based on the 1982
MIT CAD project. The first
generation of AutoCAD, known as
AutoCAD 1.0, was released on
December 22, 1982. The original
inspiration for AutoCAD was the
MIT CAD project that Autodesk's
Founder and CEO, Carl Bass,
worked on while he was at MIT.
(Carl Bass had left MIT to found
Autodesk.) The MIT CAD project
was itself inspired by the work of
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the MacCAD team at Carnegie
Mellon, which included Ingrid
Schmid (the daughter of John
Henry P. Schmid, the primary
architect of the K.U.Leuven layout
environment at the time) and her
husband, Pieter P. J. den Boer.
AutoCAD was named after the "C"
in "Autocad", which refers to the
"autocad" method of drawing line
drawings. AutoCAD also makes
reference to the company
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Autodesk, which is named after its
founder Carl Bass (the B stands
for Bass). The MIT CAD program
used the term "automatic" for the
first time in a drawing but was an
early example of an "autocad"
method of doing a drawing.
AutoCAD 2.0 was released in 1985
as a DOS-based GUI, and was the
first version to be released as an
early public preview version. This
version was the first to include
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features commonly found in a full-
featured CAD system. AutoCAD
2.0's basic drawing features
included the ability to generate
automatic plot symbols, standard
and custom colors, and to input
dimensions by the use of a real-
time scale bar. The ability to import
and export the EPS format was
added to this version of the
software. On November 5, 1986,
AutoCAD 3.0 was released. This
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version added support for
advanced techniques including the
ability to import and export the
Postscript format (commonly used
for printing), and to define B-rep,
solid, and surface models. This
version also offered a first-order
draft or simple version of the
"autocad" method of doing a
drawing (such as the ability to add
multiple layers
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3D Modeling AutoCAD allows the
drawing of 3D models such as
house plans, trusses, piping,
simple furniture, animals, and
many more using other
applications that import files to the
drawing such as PDF and DWG.
3D effects Since version 2007,
AutoCAD features 3D Bevel and
3D Wire. 3D Bevel enables 3D
objects to have smooth edges and
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allows the use of multiple colors.
3D Wire, first introduced in version
2009, lets you create a wireframe-
like rendering of the drawing area.
3D Bevel, 3D Wire and the 3D
Extrude tool (introduced in version
2008) can be applied to non-
polygonal meshes, such as curves
and freeform surfaces, to create a
solid surface. 3D models AutoCAD
is designed to facilitate the
creation of 3D models. It supports
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many different file formats,
including: DWG (drawing) DXF
(drawing exchange format) IGES
(intergraph) STL (scanned models)
In addition, it can import models
and surfaces created with other
applications, such as the Blender
and Rhino modeling software. In
version 2012, CAD Archiving
features were introduced to
integrate with other Autodesk
applications and help archive
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project and asset information. Bill
of materials A bill of materials
(BOM) is a list of the components
that a manufacturer uses to
manufacture a product. BOMs are
typically used in construction,
particularly for manufacturing large-
scale buildings and infrastructure
projects. At the core of a BOM is
the concept of an entity. An entity
can be a physical item (e.g.
"hammer") or a group of items
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(e.g. "A nail, B screw, C washer, D
plate"). AutoCAD allows you to
organize entities in entities and
entity groups. An entity group can
be used to organize groups of
entities, e.g. a group of tools for a
workshop to design objects or
parts for a building project. Once
entities are grouped into entities
and entity groups, they can be
organized into entities and entity
groups at any level of detail. This
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includes organizations, parts, and
sub-assemblies. A BOM is not
limited to physical materials. A
BOM can be used to describe any
project, service, or asset. For
example, a BOM can be
a1d647c40b
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AutoCAD

Choose Data Source from the
menu on the left side of the
window. Click File on the left side
of the window. Select Add from the
top menu bar. Click Import.
Choose Autocad Key file (.HKA)
from the File drop-down list, and
then click Open. Select the file to
import. Click OK. The key will be
copied into your current session.
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Tips You can easily open the Key
file (.HKA) with any CAD program.
If you don't have an Autodesk
product, you can purchase a
keygen key file (.HKA) from
Autodesk at www.autodesk.com
Related Content In this chapter,
you will learn how to download and
install the Autodesk 3D Modeling
Program Autodesk Inventor 2012
to create a model with the
appropriate surface modeling. You
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will also learn how to model the
surface and add some text and
attributes. In this chapter, you will
learn how to use some modeling
tools to create an object on the
surface of a model. You will also
learn how to create a model of a
form using parametric surfaces. In
this chapter, you will learn how to
draw a freehand outline on a
surface of a model using
Freehand. You will also learn how
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to model a surface that bends. In
this chapter, you will learn how to
use a viewing camera to draw an
outline on the surface of a model.
You will also learn how to apply a
view, enter the model, edit the
model, and rotate the model. In
this chapter, you will learn how to
draw a freehand outline on a
surface of a model. You will also
learn how to model a surface that
bends. You will learn how to create
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a drawing on the shape of a
surface. You will also learn how to
apply a view, enter the model, edit
the model, and rotate the model. In
this chapter, you will learn how to
draw a freehand outline on a
surface of a model. You will also
learn how to model a surface that
bends. You will learn how to create
a drawing on the shape of a
surface. You will also learn how to
apply a view, enter the model, edit
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the model, and rotate the model. In
this chapter, you will learn how to
use the heatbrush tool and how to
use the heatbrush tool to create a
model with the appropriate surface
modeling. You will

What's New in the?

In addition to importing from paper
and PDFs, AutoCAD can import
into a DWG file from the web. New
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Mesh Topology Component that is
attached to a Single Point, Line,
Circle, Rectangle, Freeform,
Polyline, or Arc. Graphical points
and an AutoCAD Text box make it
easy to calculate and measure
area, perimeter, and centroid of
objects such as freeform polylines,
rings, or arcs. (video: 1:17 min.)
Customizable Grid for viewing and
editing coordinates. Powerful
Parametric Equations and
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Functions: Add parametric curves
and surfaces to your drawings, and
allow you to calculate relationships
between geometry and other
dimensions. Examples include
surface area, volume, location,
offset, and distance. (video: 1:14
min.) The Parametric Equations
tool also features an Automate
Measure tool that measures points
and related distances on the fly.
(video: 1:19 min.) Accurate visual
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math with new X-Y-Z coordinate
functions for objects and arcs, and
new unit handling functions.
(video: 1:13 min.) You can now
work with angles in the Parametric
Coordinates, Dimetric Coordinates,
and Measuring and Coordinates
tools. Your drawings can contain a
list of parameter IDs and a
separate coordinate system. By
using one parameter to control
another, you can create an object
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with multiple functions. Eliminate
repetitive measurements and
calculations by creating predefined
measurements and templates that
you can then use with other
objects. User-defined template
functions offer a new way to
calculate object properties based
on relationships to other object
properties. Grouped objects can
now be automatically rotated and
scaled at once by using a common
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parent object, and transforms are
more intuitive. (video: 1:11 min.)
Access new editable paper,
symbol, and text tools. Graphical
functions such as “First Point” and
“Last Point” help you to easily
select objects, and Snap mode can
be used to facilitate precision.
(video: 1:12 min.) Advanced types
of 3D models such as ellipses,
hyperbolae, parabolae, cones, and
cylinders can now be created and
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edited. You can now display one or
two spline curves or surfaces
simultaneously, and the floating
Spl
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System Requirements:

OS: Win7 x64, Win8 x64 or x86
Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or
AMD Athlon 64 X2 Memory: 4GB
RAM (min) Graphics: NVIDIA
GeForce GT 430 or AMD Radeon
HD 6750 DirectX: Version 9.0 or
above Hard Drive: 1.7 GB free
hard drive space (min) Sound
Card: DirectX 9.0 Compatible (min)
Input Devices: Keyboard and
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mouse Additional Notes: Please
ensure

Related links:
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